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► When does an agent need to adapt its state space?

 when its original state space is too big/small

 when sensors are added or removed dynamically

 when sensors input granularity changes over time
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► Inspired from a theory [1] that models human

mind construction process

► Models the continuous construction and

adaptation of knowledge through 

accommodation and assimilation

► A framework with RL has been proposed, but 

at a conceptual level [2]
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► Dynamic state space learning 

► Dynamic state space selection 

ML-GNG

 Using a Multi-Layer Growing Neural Gas

 Each layer is a GNG [3], a self-organizing network, 

specialized in one action and is triggered when an 

action was picked θ times for the same state

 All layers are combined as a new learnt state

space to provide a generalization of the

sensor-based state space

5. Results in Shared Autonomous Mobility on Demand
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2. Constructivist approaches

 Sensor-based discretization: 10x10 grid-based state space

 Baseline: GNG-Q [4]

 200 agents in SAMoD ride-sharing simulation [5]

 New York City taxi requests [6], 15 Tuesdays (7-10am)
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 Action selection relies on a confidence value and 

configurable thresholds


